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Project leader:  A. Voudouri / HNMS 
Project duration:  06.2017 – 09.2019 
Project resources:  ~4 FTEs 
 
Contributing scientists: 
Core tasks 
A. Voudouri / HNMS   2017: 0.15 FTE, 2018: 0.7 FTE, 2019: 0.7 FTE 
E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS  2017: 0.1 FTE, 2018: 0.5 FTE, 2019: 0.5 FTE 
I. Carmona / IMS   2018: 0.4 FTE, 2019: 0.4 FTE 
Consulting 
Y. Levi / IMS    2018: 0.05 FTE, 2019: 0.05 FTE 
JM. Bettems / MeteoSwiss  2018: 0.05 FTE, 2019: 0.05 FTE 
M. Milelli / ARPA Piemonte   2018: 0.05 FTE, 2019: 0.05 FTE 
E. Bucchignani / CIRA  2018: 0.05 FTE, 2019: 0.05 FTE 
P. Mercogliano / CIRA   2018: 0.05 FTE, 2019: 0.05 FTE 
Additional support from MeteoSwiss and HNMS will be provided on-demand on a case 
by case basis. 
 
 
Summary 
The proposed project is a follow-up to the CALMO priority project. It aims at 
consolidating and extending the findings of the CALMO project1, and at providing a 
permanent COSMO framework for objective model calibration. 
The main benefits for the COSMO community of a successful CALMO-MAX project will 
be: (1) each COSMO member can define an optimal calibration of its own production 
system, including a focus on extreme events; (2) a re-calibration of the production 
system after a major model change is feasible; (3) an optimal perturbation of the model 
parameters for an EPS system is provided. 
Side benefits include a better understanding of the role of the unconfined model 
parameters on the quality of the model, and, maybe, the introduction of a season 
dependency of the model parameters. 
The main risk of this project is that the method remains computationally too expensive 
for regular usage. 
                                                 
1 See http://www.cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/priorityProjects/calmo/default.htm  
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Motivation, goals 
Model parameter uncertainty is a major source of errors in regional climate and NWP 
model simulations (Stephens et al., 1990; Knutti et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2013). State-
of-the-art NWP models are commonly tuned using expert knowledge without following 
a well-defined strategy (Duan et al., 2006; Skamarock, 2004; Bayler et al., 2000). This 
is also the case for the COSMO model where ‘expert tuning’ is typically made once 
during the development of the model, for a certain target area, and for a certain model 
configuration, and is difficult if not impossible to replicate. It is questionable whether 
such a calibration is still optimal for different target regions (e.g. with a different climate) 
or for other model configurations (e.g. with an increased grid resolution). Furthermore, 
the lack of an objective process to re-calibrate the model is often a major roadblock for 
the implementation of new model features. 
A practicable objective multi-variate calibration method has been proposed by Neelin et 
al. (2010) and applied to the COSMO model for regional climate simulations (RCM) by 
Bellprat et al. (2012a and 2012b). The objective method has shown to be at least as 
good as an expert tuning. Based on these results, a COSMO priority project (CALMO) 
has been proposed and accepted, at the COSMO GM 2012, with the aim to investigate 
how to transfer this method to NWP applications. 
The CALMO project officially finished in December 20162, and the final report will be 
available in spring 2017. Some results have already been described in the COSMO Technical Report 25 and a second Technical Report will soon be published. A paper by 
Voudouri et al. (2017) has been published at Atmospheric Research and a second one 
is under preparation. 
The calibration method used by the CALMO project optimizes a global model 
performance score3 by adjusting the values of a set of unconfined model parameters4. 
A central element of the calibration process is the so called meta-model, which 
represents with a simple mathematical function the dependency of some 
representative model fields on the selected model parameters. The mathematical 
function at the core of the meta-model is calibrated by a set of full model simulations 
over a time period long enough to represent the variability of the atmospheric 
conditions. Once fully specified, the meta-model supports a fast sampling of the 
parameter space to find an optimal combination of the model parameters. 
In a first phase of the CALMO project the method has been tested for COSMO-7 for 
three parameters over two 20 days’ periods; in a second phase, COSMO-2 and six 
parameters have been calibrated over an entire year, and in a final phase COSMO-1 
and five parameters have been calibrated over a one month period. The soil history 
was only considered for the COSMO-1 configuration.  
The CALMO project has shown that the method used by Bellprat for a RCM can be 
adapted for NWP applications. After a proper re-design, the meta-model is indeed able 
to reasonably reproduce COSMO model simulations, for all cases considered (Khain et 
al., 2015, 2017). Furthermore, the optimum set of model parameters improves a COSI-

                                                 
2 Some work is still necessary to wrap-up the project, the effective end of the project is planned 
for March 2017. 
3 The definition of a global model performance score implies the selection of a suitable set of 
observations and the access to the associated model forward observation operators. 
4 A pre-selection of significant model parameters requires the knowledge of model experts. 
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type score5 , by more than 10% in the case of COSMO-1, and the results of an 
independent verification seems to indicate that the operational verification scores are 
also improved (work in progress). 
However, the spin-up time to acquire the knowledge to run the required multi-years 
COSMO simulations on the Piz Daint machine at CSCS, in GPU mode, and the time 
spent to solve multiple technical problems, have been grossly under-estimated in the 
original planning of the CALMO project. As a consequence, some of the initial goals of 
the CALMO project have not been reached:  

 The COSMO-1 calibration is limited to the month of January 2013, instead of a 
full year as originally planned. This is a major limitation, reducing the 
robustness of our current analysis, because the history of the soil, which may 
substantially impact the effect of the calibration, was only switched on for the 
COSMO-1 configuration. 

 No time remained to tackle the third important objective of the CALMO project, 
namely to optimize the calibration procedure with respect to the required 
amount of computing resources. The computational cost of the method remains 
prohibitive for a regular usage of the calibration procedure, and severely reduces its usefulness. 

Instead of asking to further extend the CALMO project, the project team and the 
working group coordinator decided to propose a new project. On one side, what has 
been achieved with CALMO is rich enough to close a chapter, on the other side the 
remaining tasks and some new questions raised during the project form a logically 
consistent package.  
The new follow-up project is called CALMO-MAX and its main goals are: 

 Optimize the method to find a compromise between the quality of the calibration 
and the computer costs. Use a one year COSMO-1 calibration, with the soil 
memory switched on, as test bed for this purpose. 

 Establish CALMO as a permanent optimization tool within COSMO. Create a 
demonstration framework at ECMWF. Create and maintain a database of 
unconfined model parameters. This goal may be linked with WG3a activities, to 
consolidate the tuning of the model during the main development phase at 
DWD. 

 Apply the method to different climatology (e.g. Mediterranean). Besides the 
strong interest of some COSMO partners for a targeted model optimization, this 
will be used to demonstrate the applicability of the permanent framework. 

 Investigate and implement specific calibrations, like a calibration for extreme 
events or a season dependent calibration. Further consolidate and extend the 
meta-model and the global model score for this purpose. This goal may be 
linked with WG5 activities. 

The new project is build-up on the knowledge now available at HNMS and at IMS. In 
the long term, some permanent support for CALMO based calibration for the COSMO 
community could be envisaged. On the opposite, if CALMO-MAX is not accepted, there 
is a considerable risk that the knowledge accumulated during the CALMO project will 
be lost. 
                                                 
5 COSI score is a universal verification score used by the COSMO consortium. 
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It should be noted that, this objective calibration methodology has the potential to bring 
a transformative change to atmospheric model development. More specifically, once 
computational cost is reduced, the developed methodology could be used by each 
COSMO member to define an optimal calibration over the target area of interest, for re-
calibration after major model changes (e.g. higher horizontal and / or vertical 
resolution), for an unbiased assessment of different modules (e.g. parameterization 
schemes), as well as for optimal perturbation of parameters when run in ensemble 
mode. Furthermore, a better understanding of the sensitivity of the model quality 
associated with a specific parameter value, as provided by the meta-model, could benefit the quantification of the flow dependent model forecast and clarify the impact of 
a specific parameter on the overall model performance. 
 
Actions proposed 

 Consolidation of CALMO outcome (Task 1) 
 Optimization of the CALMO methodology (Task 2) 
 Establishment of a permanent CALMO platform (Task 3) 
 Application of the methodology, for extremes events and for multiple 

climatology (Task 4) 
 Documentation and dissemination of work (Task 5) 

 
Main deliverable 

 Provide a computationally reasonably cheap objective calibration methodology 
that can complement expert tuning for the calibrating of the COSMO model. 

 Provide a demonstration framework at ECMWF to apply this methodology. 
 Provide the associated technical and scientific documentation.  

 
Risks 
The main risk of the project is that the CALMO methodology remains prohibitively 
expensive in terms of required computing capacity. This would make a frequent usage 
of the method impossible and strongly decrease the practical interest of the method. 
Another risk, which is more an inherent characteristic of any calibration methodology, is 
that calibrating the model for extreme events may degrade the mean operational 
scores. 
 
Links to other projects or work packages 
WG3a and WG3b: (1) maintain the database of unconfined model parameters (list of 
relevant parameters, default values, unconfined range and model sensitivity), (2) 
evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methodology for the model tuning performed 
during the model development at DWD, (3) propose ways to integrate the CALMO methodology in the model development process. 
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WG5: (1) definition and characteristics of global model performance scores, (2) 
information and access to associated observation set, (3) support for interpreting the 
standard verification of the calibrated model.  
 
 Description of individual tasks 

Task 0: Administration and support 
This administrative task is significant due to the distributed nature of the project team. 
The necessary effort to keep a good information flow between all participants (e.g. by 
organizing regular phone or web conferences and workshops) is included in this task. 
The existing mailing list of the CALMO project (see http://mail.cosmo-
model.org/mailman/listinfo/calmo) will be used in order to support communication and 
information exchange within project participants. 
 Deliverables:  
(1) Project coordination, meetings, workshops and regular web conference 
organization. 
 
Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2017: 0.05, 2018: 0.05, 2019:0.05  

Task 1: Consolidation of CALMO outcome 
The goal of this task is to establish the framework for the tasks 2 to 4. 
1.1: Review of CALMO methodology  
This sub-task aims at consolidating the knowledge gained through the application of 
CALMO. Review of the methodology will be performed, and urgent adjustments will be 
implemented, before starting the task 2. An exhaustive list of scientific questions and 
issues raised by the CALMO project will be prepared6 for later consideration in task 4.  
1.2: Preparation of the technical infrastructure  
The most important issue is the acquisition of the necessary computing resources 
throughout the project, in particular for the tasks 3 and 4. The adaptation of the tools 
for the target computing platform is also included in this task. Note that a lot of 
experience has already been gained during the CALMO project, and no major 
problems are foreseen. 
The suggested computing platform is the ECMWF HPC system. More specifically 
available billing units from HNMS will be used and if needed a request for a special 
project will be submitted by HNMS to ECMWF. In addition a proposal for a new allocation period on Piz Daint / CSCS will also be prepared for the computing 

                                                 
6 E.g. evaluate the possibility to introduce a geographical dependency for calibrated parameter 
depending on soil or surface properties (could be used for a new parameterization of the 
vegetation canopy which introduces a land use dependent tuning parameter). 
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resources required by task 2 (with the benefit of having all infrastructures for calibrating 
COSMO-1 already in place).  
  Deliverables:  
(1) Poster at EGU summarizing CALMO work 
(2) Technical framework for C-MAX 
 
Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2017: 0.1, 2018: 0.05  
E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS: 2017: 0.1, 2018: 0.05  
I. Carmona / IMS: 2018: 0.05  

Task 2: Optimization of the CALMO methodology   
The goal here is to find a compromise between the forecast quality improvement 
brought by the calibration method, and the computational cost of the method.   
2.1: Calibration of COSMO-1 for a full year 
The aim of this subtask is to complete the COSMO-1 calibration, using a full year of 
statistics, with the history of the soil, as originally planned for the CALMO project. The 
results of sub-task 1.1 will be considered. 
This calibration will be used as test bed to evaluate different options to reduce the cost 
of the method. The number of calibrated parameters will depend on the HPC platform 
available for this task, but at least 3 parameters will be calibrated. 
2.2: Find a way to optimize the computational cost of the method  
This sub-task aims at collecting ideas, and at evaluating different options to reduce the 
computational cost of the method, without significantly degrading the quality of the 
calibration. The COSMO-1 calibration performed in sub-task 2.1 will be used as test bed.  
In particular, the question of the minimal number of simulations to fit the meta-model, 
and how this affects the accuracy of the meta-model will be considered. The best 
strategy to fit the meta-model will be reviewed, using in particular the ideas developed 
by E. Avgoustoglou during the CALMO project. The minimal geographical domain for 
the calibration will also be considered.  
This is the action of the project whose result is the most uncertain, in the sense that it 
is not guaranteed that a computationally cheap enough approach will be found.  
Deliverables: 
(1) A strategy to define an optimal calibration process (document). 
 
Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2018: 0.25, 2019:0.1 
E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS: 2018: 0.15, 2019:0.1 
I. Carmona / IMS: 2018: 0.15, 2019:0.1 
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Task 3: Establishment of a permanent CALMO platform 
One important objective of this project is to provide a permanent infrastructure 
supporting the application of the calibration method, accessible to all COSMO 
members. Besides being used to run the calibration, this infrastructure could also serve 
as template for replication of the methodology on the user home HPC platform. 
3.1: HPC framework 
It is the aim of this sub-task to prepare a demonstrative technical framework. The HPC 
platform which is the most widely accessible for the COSMO community is the HPC at 
ECMWF (already used by COSMO for COSMO-LEPS and for the NWP test suite). 
Thus the installation of the demonstration framework on the ECMWF HPC platform to 
run the COSMO model, including Terra standalone and the required pre- and post-processing operations (fieldextra) in order to apply the CALMO methodology is 
included in this task. This platform should be opened to any registered user. Possibly 
many elements are already in place (e.g. to run the production suite at HNMS, or to run 
the COSMO-LEPS system) and could be re-used. A full installation on some HPC 
could help propagate the use of this method. In case of an ECWMF non-member state 
the software and the documentation will be available through the COSMO web site and 
support on applying the methodology will be provided. 
3.2: Data thinning policy and application 
The amount of raw data produced by the calibration method is potentially huge and an 
efficient data thinning policy is required to make the method applicable. The policy 
developed during the CALMO project, implemented with fieldextra, will be refined. 
3.3: Meta-model 
The guidelines for the installation of the meta-model as part demonstration framework, 
as well as all appropriate modifications needed to make the meta-model user friendly 
are included in this sub-task. A copy of the updated version of meta-model will be 
uploaded to COSMO web page and be available for all COSMO members. 
3.4: Database of unconfined model parameters 
An exhaustive list of unconfined model parameters and their associated characteristics 
(default values, unconfined range, model sensitivity) has been prepared during 
CALMO. This should be updated and maintained, including the definition of the steps 
to be taken to make this action permanent.  
3.5: Access to observations 
Full set of observations for Switzerland and Northern Italy, for year 2013, has been 
collected during the CALMO project. This task aims at defining a way to facilitate the 
access to the observations required for the calibration process (possible options run 
from a simple documentation, to a complete database keeping the observation local at 
ECMWF, in a suitable format).   
Deliverables:  
(1) An updated documentation of the tuning parameters in the COSMO model. 
(2) A framework at ECMWF to apply the calibration methodology 
(3) A protocol on model calibration. 
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 Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2018 0.25, 2019:0.25 
E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS: 2018 0.20, 2019:0.10 
J.M. Bettems / MeteoSwiss: 2018 0.025, 2019 0.025  
I. Carmona / IMS: 2018 0.10, 2019:0.10 
Y. Levi / IMS: 2018 0.025  

Task 4: Adaptation of the methodology on Extremes  
This task aims at applying the optimized calibration strategy developed in task 2 to 
tackle different open questions, using the platform prepared in task 3. In this process, 
different improvements of the meta-model will also be considered.  
A set of goals based on specific questions will be prepared in task 1.1 and the cost for 
a single calibration is associated with the results of task 2. It should be noted that 
calibration cost is not a priori known while human resources for the whole project are 
limited. Thus it is not possible to guarantee that all questions of interest will be tackled 
in the frame of this project before having the results of tasks 1.1 and 2. The exact 
definition of the associated sub-tasks will be made at that time point, once the set of 
questions is finalized. 
A non-exhaustive list of open issues to consider, which will be refined in sub-task 1.1, 
sorted by decreasing priority, is: 

• Assess the forecast quality gain obtained when calibrating the model for a 
completely different climatology, using the Mediterranean climatology as test 
bed. 

• Evaluate the possibility to adapt the meta-model and the global model 
performance score to define a calibration privileging extreme events. 

• Evaluate the consequences of season or weather type dependent calibration. 
• Evaluate the possibility to introduce a geographical dependency for soil and 

surface related unconfined parameters. 
• Evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methodology for the model tuning 

performed during the model development at DWD. 
4.1: Support for extreme events  
This sub-task will be focused on preparing the necessary elements required for a 
calibration privileging extreme events, namely: (1) determining an appropriate set of unconfined model parameters, (2) selecting the model fields and the global model 
performance score, (3) collecting the associated observations, (4) selecting a set of 
extreme events. 
4.2: Experiments using the meta-model (MM) 
This sub-task deals with several open issues related to the MM, such as the use of 
CAPE, the definition of new regions etc. In addition, different global model performance 
scores will be evaluated, and the reliability of the meta-model will be evaluated. Further 
adjustments of the meta-model will be performed as necessary to consider extreme 
events.  
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4.3: Experimental set-up.  
The optimized method developed in task 2 will be used. The computation framework 
developed under task 3 will be used. The latest version of the official COSMO code will 
be used. 
4.4: Compute experiments and analyse results 
Apply the calibration methodology to a Mediterranean domain; evaluate the gain in 
forecast quality using the operational verification. 
 
Deliverables:  
(1) An extended definition of the model performance score.  
(2) An updated version of the meta-model. 
(3) A scientific discussion of the results obtained. 
 Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2018: 0.1, 2019: 0.2  
E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS: 2018: 0.1, 2019: 0.2  
J.M. Bettems / MeteoSwiss: 2018: 0.025, 2019: 0.025  
I. Carmona / IMS: 2018: 0.1, 2019: 0.15  
Y. Levi / IMS: 2018: 0.025  
M. Milelli /ARPA Piemonte 2018: 0.05, 2019: 0.05 
E. Bucchignani / CIRA 2018: 0.05, 2019: 0.05 
P. Mercogliano / CIRA 2018: 0.05, 2019: 0.05 

Task 5: Documentation 
The need to make public the work performed within COSMO PPs, not only to the 
COSMO member but also to the wider scientific community, is nowadays well 
supported within the Consortium. Thus, this task aims at the preparation and the 
submission of manuscripts in peer reviewed scientific journals as well as contribution in 
conference proceedings.  
An updated ‘cookbook’ to facilitate the usage of this method by other COSMO 
members, based on the previous ‘cookbook’ provided at the end of the CALMO project, 
will be prepared. 
 
Deliverables:  
(1) Peer reviewed scientific papers. 
(2) Updated cookbook (user manual). 
(3) Final report. 
 
Estimated resources (FTE):  
A. Voudouri / HNMS: 2019 0.1 
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E. Avgoustoglou / HNMS: 2019 0.1  
I. Carmona / IMS: 2019 0.05  
Y. Levi / IMS: 2019 0.05  
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Task Contributing scientist(s) FTE- years Start Deliverables Date of delivery Preceding tasks 
0 Antigoni Voudouri  

(HNMS) 
 

0.05-2017 
0.05-2018 
0.05-2019  (0.15 HNMS) 
 

06.2017 (1) Project coordination, 
meeting and web 
conference organization, 
support 
 

09.2019  

1 A. Voudouri 
(HNMS)  
E. Avgoustoglou 
(HNMS)  
I. Carmona 
(IMS) 
 

0.10-2017 
0.05-2018 
 
0.10-2017 
0.05-2018 
(0.30 HNMS) 
0.05-2018  
(0.05 IMS)  

06.2017 (1) Poster at EGU 
summarizing CALMO 
work 
(2) Technical framework 
for C-MAX 
 

03.2018  

2 A. Voudouri  
(HNMS)  
 
 
E. Avgoustoglou 
(HNMS)  
 
 
Ι. Carmona 
(IMS) 
 
 

0.25-2018 
0.10-2019   
 
0.15-2018 
0.10-2019 
(0.60 HNMS) 
 
 
 
 
0.15-2018 
0.10-2019   
(0.25 IMS)  

09.2017 (1) A strategy to define 
an optimal calibration 
process (document) 

06.2019 1 

3 A. Voudouri  
(HNMS)  
E. Avgoustoglou 
(HNMS)  
J.M. Bettems 
(MeteoSwiss) 
 
I. Carmona 
(IMS)  
 
Y. Levi (IMS)  

0.25-2018 
0.25-2019 
 
0.20-2018 0.10-2019 (0.80 HNMS) 
 
0.025-2018  
0.025-2019  0.05 
(ΜeteoSwiss) 
 
0.10-2018  
0.10-2019   
0.025-2018  (0.225 IMS)  

12.2017 (1) An updated 
documentation of the 
tuning parameters in the COSMO model. 
(2) A framework at 
ECMWF to apply the 
calibration methodology 
(3) A protocol on model 
calibration. 

 

09.2019 1 

4 A. Voudouri 
(HNMS)  
E. Avgoustoglou 

0.10-2018 
0.20-2019  
0.10-2018 
0.20-2019 

06.2018 
 (1) An extended 

definition of the model 
performance score.  
(2) An updated version 

09.2019 2, 3 
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GANT Chart (06.2017 – 08.2019) 
 
 Time 6/17 9/17 12/17 03/18 6/18 9/18 12/18 3/19 6/19 
Task           
0           
1           
2           
3           
4           
5           
 

(HNMS)  
 
J.M. Bettems 
(MeteoSwiss)  
 
 
I. Carmona 
(IMS)  
 
Y. Levi (IMS) 
2018: 0.025  
M. Milelli (ARPA/ 
Piemonte)   
E. Bucchignani 
(CIRA)  
P. Mercogliano 
(CIRA) 

0.60 HNMS)  
0.025-2018  
0.025-2019  0.05 
(ΜeteoSwiss) 
 0.10-2018  
0.15-2019  
 
0.025-2018  (0.275 IMS) 
 
0.05-2018  
0.05-2019  
 (0.1 
ARPA/Piermonte) 
0.05-2018  
0.05-2019   
0.05-2018  
0.05-2019  
 (0. 2 CIRA) 

of the meta-model. 
(3) A scientific 
discussion of the results 
obtained. 
 

5 A. Voudouri / 
HNMS: 2019 0.1 
E. Avgoustoglou 
/ HNMS: 2019 
0.1  
I. Carmona / 
IMS: 2019 0.05  
Y. Levi / IMS: 
2019 0.05  
 

0.10-2019  
0.10-2019  0.20 (HNMS) 
 
 
0.05-2019  
 
0.05-2019  
(0.1 IMS)  
 

03.2019 
 (1) Peer reviewed 

scientific papers. 
(2) Updated cookbook 
(user manual). 
(3) Final report. 

 

09.2019 
 

2,3,4 
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